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Project Summary 
My intentions are to learn how to use drone imagery for mapping and imagery analysis.  I used a 

DJI Mavic 2 Pro drone for the imagery collection and ArcMap Pro and Pix 4D for the flight 
paths and image processing.   With these tools I was able to capture imagery at 200 feet 
above ground and import it into the 3 software programs listed above. 

 
ArcMap Pro had an issue with processing the number of images I had, and after the amount 

surpassed 122 images the program would repeatedly crash.  In an effort to continue my 
project I moved into the AgiSoft and Pix4D.  Agisoft and Pix4D Mapper were comparable in 
their products and processing time.  Pix4D Fields was a much quicker platform to process my 
images on but did not offer point clouds (which resulted in processing my full flight path at 
80% of the time it took the other platforms to complete). 

Purpose 
The purpose of this project is to learn to efficiently collect imagery and expand this ability to 

working with small farms in our area to provide imagery analysis on their crop.  In addition to 
updated imagery, I would like these projects to have a focus towards water conservation 
efforts.  
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Process 
Getting Started 

Applications and Flight Path 
To start this project, I had to find software/applications that would allow me to set flight paths.  

After looking at different options I decided to go with Pix4D Capture.  It is a free app that will 
work with my drone and has the option of collecting for 2D, 3D and free flight projects.   

 
Above shows the interface for Pix4D Capture.  The Mission Plan consisted of using the double 

grid, so that a point cloud could be derived from the imagery collected.  The overlap was set 
to 80% front overlap and 70% side overlap.  When used on an android device there are more 
options for setting the overlap and including multiple missions for one project than when 
using an IOS. 

Once you’ve selected a flight path, depending on the platform you use, you may also need the 
app:  Ctrl+DJI.  This happened when using my android phone, but not when using an iPad.  
One thing to note when using an android phone is that once you’ve connected to your drone 
per the drone specs, you then will open your flight path in Pix4D Capture and it will use the 
Ctrl+DJI to continue.  Note:  you will need to close all apps at this point to fully connect.  With 
an IOS (iPad) you will only need to use the capture app, Ctrl+DJI and DJI Go 4.o are not 
needed. 

Below is a view of the flight paths after completion: 
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Image Processing 
 ArcMap Pro OrthoMapping 

I used ArcMap Pro OrthoMapping in the beginning.  This could not handle the number of images I 
had and would crash if more than 122 images were used.  It would generally take about 3 
hours to find out that it had indeed crashed. 

In an effort to continue in this software, I broke up the project into “missions” just as the flight 
paths and tried to mosaic the products together for a seamless image.  This where I found 
that the seamlines were extreme.  With this issue and the issue of splitting it up into 7 
projects to try to mosaic together, I abandoned ArcMap Pro and moved on to Pix4D. 

(Seamlines) 
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Pix4D Mapper 
Pix4D Mapper is and easy program to use with a nice interface.  Once you start a New Project you 

will be able to upload multiple photos at once.  It will then autodetect your drone camera 
settings and the coordinate system the images are in.  You will have a chance to change any 
of this before processing, if needed. 
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Some additional options are available depending on the project.  I had chosen 3D Maps because I 
would have the Agricultural option with Pix4D Fields. 
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It took approximately 14 hrs to process.  I left it over night and was able to view it mid next 
morning.  The product was high quality, and the ability to export file formats compatible with 
ArcMap Pro are possible.  I did not do this because it is not available with a trial version. 

Map View: 
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rayCloud: 
(View defaults to Point Clouds off) 

 
Point Cloud on: 
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From this view you can see that classifications can be assigned.  However, this is also not available 
with the trial version. 

A Qualilty Report is able to be generated for the project.  I have included this one at the end of 
this document. 

Due to the limitations of my trial version, I switched to Pix4D Fields. 
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Pix4D Fields 
Pix4D Fields gives interesting options for products from the aerial imagery.  It took approximately 

2.5 hrs to render the orthomosaic and zonation.  The surface model, TGI and VARI layers took 
about 30 more minutes to create.  While the resolution is far less with this program, it was 
still able to provide useful information. 

ArcMap Pro: 

 
Pix 4D Fields: 
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ArcMap Pro: 

 

Pix4D Fields 
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Some interesting options in Fields: 

• Exports are .TIF and will import easily into ArcMap Pro 

 

• Shapefiles can be added and labeled 
o Symbology changes do not seem to be possible for points 
o Image of the point can be added 
o Additional attributes cannot be included 
o Notes can be added 
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• TGI Layer 
o This layer shows chlorophyll sensitivity 

 Higher values mean healthier, than lower values. 
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• VARI Layer 

o This layer is for leaf coverage. 
 The higher the value the better. 
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• Zonation: 
o This layer allows units/ac to be added to zones 
o It shows the amount of acreage in that zone 
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Conclusion 
Using Pix4D was helpful because of how user friendly it is.  It gives an idea of what you can do 

with it without having to understand the subject already.  It does have limited customizing 
available, but still is robust enough to do some interesting projects with. 

I would like to see the full version of Pix4D Mapper for understanding its full capablilities. 
Orthomapping in ArcMap Pro has a long way to go to compete with some of the products out 

there when it comes to image processing.  The quality is not good, but the projects must stay 
small. 
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Attachments: 
Quality Report from Pix4D Mapper: 



1

Otow Farm, Granite Bay, CA
Report generated on 5/11/21 2:17 PM

Project details

Acquisition Information not available.

Map center 38.7343217, -121.1855373 (WGS84)

Bands 4 (Red, Green, Blue, Alpha)

GSD 0.54 in/px



2

Orthomosaic
Orthomosaic

Map details

GSD 0.54 in/px



3

Surface Model
Surface Model

Map details

GSD 11.39 in/px

Elevation

Visualization settings

Selected minimum value: 93.03 

Selected maximum value: 112.63 

Values out of range: Transparent

Statistics

Mean height value: 335.92 ft

Mean height value SD: 9.83 ft

Mean height value (visible): 335.93 ft

Mean height value SD (visible): 9.70 ft
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